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Chatham Financial: Your Success Is Our Mission
Financial Risk Management Solutions That Take Your Organization Further

Since 1991, Chatham Financial has delivered financial risk management advisory and technology solutions to organizations across industries 

and around the world — helping companies maximize value in the capital markets.

3,000+ clients 

around the world

Seven global offices 600+ employees 

3,000+ ISDAs reviewed 

annually
200,000+ daily valuations

$2+ billion average daily 

notional hedged
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Learning Objectives

Today is the third of three sessions on interest rate swaps, where we’ll cover pricing, legal documentation (ISDA 

Agreements), and prepayment & structuring/strategy.

Today’s training will provide an understanding of:

• Swap prepayment costs, including how it’s calculated and how it compares to yield maintenance and defeasance 

on a fixed rate loan

• Strategies for reducing/eliminating prepayment risk on a swap

• Considerations for swapping loans with floors

As financial instruments distinct from their underlying loan, swaps provide a great deal of structuring flexibility to 
better align the financing structure with the underlying asset strategy
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Agenda

• Swap Prepayment

• Swaps On Loans With Floors

• Key Takeaways And Additional Resources
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Swap Prepayment
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Prepayment and Breakage

Swaps have prepayment risk if terminated (“broken”) early.

• The breakage amount makes the swap provider whole if the 
borrower is paying a fixed rate higher than the current market 
rate

• Breakage amount is driven by the difference between the 
contracted swap rate and the market swap rate for the 
remaining term

• Swaps are subject to two-way breakage and can become assets 
(liabilities) to the borrower, resulting in payment received 
(owed) from (to) the dealer bank if terminated early

• The breakage amount fluctuates over the life of the swap as 
rates move and the swap approaches expiry; this fluctuating 
value is known as the swap’s “mark-to-market”

Breakage calculation example:

A borrower breaks a 7-year, $35M swap with a contract rate of 2.3% with 3 years 

remaining and the then current 3-year replacement swap rate is 1.4%.

Breakage = PV [notional x (replacement rate less contract rate) x remaining term] 

Breakage = ~$35M x (1.4% - 2.3%) x 3 years = ~$950,000 liability

Swap Breakage Overview
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Prepayment and Breakage

Swap breakage is more economically efficient than yield maintenance and defeasance. The cost differential drives much of the variance between 

the fixed and swapped-to-fixed strategies.

• When a loan is prepaid with YM, remaining loan payments (base rate + spread) are discounted and subject to a min penalty

• When a loan is defeased, remaining loan payments (base rate + spread) are discounted

• When a swapped loan is broken, remaining swap payments (base rate only) are discounted

• In order to defease at a discount, the replacement Treasury rate must be higher than the loan’s coupon

Swap Breakage Versus Yield Maintenance and Defeasance

Yield maintenance Defeasance Swap breakage

Base rate

Spread

Base rate

Spread

Base rate

Spread
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Prepayment and Breakage

A cancelable swap is a swap where the borrower pays a premium in the form of a higher swap rate in order to secure prepayment flexibility at a 

predetermined, future date.

For example, a common structure may involve purchasing an open prepayment window during the last 1-3 years of the swap, often to line up 

with an expected disposition or refinance.

The pricing of these “cancelability features” are subject to volatility in a way that vanilla swaps are not.

Methods For Reducing Prepayment Risk in Swaps | Cancelable Swaps

Example pricing1:
7y $50M 1mL swap

1 Assumes rates and market conditions as of April 27, 2021

Vanilla swap Open Y4 Open Y5 Open Y6 Open Y7

 Vanilla mid swap rate 1.26% 1.26% 1.26% 1.26% 1.26%

 Cancel premium -- 0.21% 0.14% 0.09% 0.05%

 Credit charge 0.10% 0.10% 0.10% 0.10% 0.10%

 Swap rate 1.36% 1.56% 1.50% 1.45% 1.41%
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Prepayment and Breakage

Let’s take a deeper look at this cost differential…

Our example uses a 7y $50M loan with all-in coupon of 4.00%. The loan closed in July 2016 and Borrower is now exiting early at EOY5. The table 

compares the penalty Borrower incurs under four different prepayment mechanisms assuming three different rate environments.

Swap Breakage Versus Yield Maintenance and Defeasance

1 Estimated penalty assuming parallel shocks to the current forward / yield curve

Prepayment mechanism Discounted at
Penalty
Current rates

Penalty
Current rates - 100 bps1

Penalty
Current rates + 200 bps1

Yield maintenance 2y UST yield (3,896,000) (4,961,000) (1,833,000)

Defeasance ~2y UST yield (3,899,000) (4,963,000) (1,835,000)

Swap breakage: 
Vanilla
assumes 1.60% swap rate

2y mid swap rate (1,420,000) (2,400,000) 480,000 

Swap breakage: 
Cancellable at EOY5
assumes 1.75% swap rate

2y mid swap rate 0 0 330,000
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Swap on Loans With Floors
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Swaps on Loans With Floors

Many lenders include floors in floating rate loans to establish a minimum yield via protection against rates falling below a certain threshold. In the 

below example we evaluate a loan with a 0.25% floor that is swapped without a matching floor 

Scenario 1: 1 mo. LIBOR is 0.50%.

Scenario 2: 1 mo. LIBOR is 0.10%.

Floor Mismatch

Floating Rate Loan

1mL = 0.50%

1.00% swap rate

Lender
Hedge 

Provider
Borrower

Interest Rate Swap

Greater of floor (0.25%) or 

LIBOR (0.50%)

1.50% loan spread

Floating Rate Loan

1mL =  0.10%

1.00% swap rate

Lender
Hedge 

Provider
Borrower

Interest Rate Swap

1.50% loan spread

LIBOR cancels

1.00% swap rate
1.50% loan spread
2.50% all-in rate

LIBOR mismatch

1.00% swap rate
0.15% LIBOR mismatch
1.50% loan spread
2.65% all-in rate

Greater of floor (0.25%) or 

LIBOR (0.10%)
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Swaps On Loans With Floors

Borrowers may opt to purchase a matching floor in their swap for several reasons:

• Risk tolerance

• View on rates

• Dealer bank’s internal credit requirements

• Hedge accounting feasibility

Floors are option products – pricing is subject to volatility in a way that swaps are not. And like interest rate caps, the floor can only be an asset to

the borrower once “purchased” in the swap. Floors can potentially reduce swap breakage owed by the borrower at early termination.

Swaps With Matching Embedded Floors

Example floor pricing1:
7y $50M 1mL swap

1 Assumes rates and market conditions of March 29, 2021
2 Assumes bank offers floor at ~2 bps over mid

No floor 0.00% 0.25% 0.50%

Vanilla mid swap rate 1.26% 1.26% 1.26% 1.26%

Floor price2 -- 0.14% 0.19% 0.28%

Credit charge 0.10% 0.10% 0.10% 0.10%

Swap rate 1.36% 1.50% 1.55% 1.64%

Swap PV01 $34,000 $34,000 $34,000 $34,000
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Key Takeaways And Additional Resources
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Key Takeaways
CRE Borrower Considerations In Swap Structuring

14

Prepayment

Swaps create prepayment risk on the 
associated financing, though swap 
prepayment is typically more favorable 
than defeasance or yield maintenance 
on a fixed rate loan.

Prepayment Flexibility

Swaps may be structured with 
prepayment flexibility, where the 
borrower pays a premium in the rate in 
exchange for an open window and/or a 
cap on prepayment expense; this 
flexibility may be customized for each 
transaction.

Swaps On Loans With Floors

Swaps on loans with floors (even 0% 
base rate floors, which are common) 
require careful consideration; if not 
appropriately structured the borrower is 
exposed to their fixed rate increasing if 
base rate fall below their loan floor.

Chatham advised on the execution of over 6,000 swaps in 2020; our market presence and 
transaction volume give us an unparalleled view into best practices for swap structuring.
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Chatham’s Role In Swaps

The analysis below is an example of the work we do when engaged by a borrower or their broker to assist with a swap, which provides a 

quantitative framework for evaluating prepayment risk and the cost/benefit of structuring for prepayment flexibility or around a floor.

Chatham Analysis: Swap Memo
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Chatham’s Role In Swaps
Adding Value Every Step Of The Way

Ensure a more 
informed decision-
making process

Apples-to-apples comparison 
of a l l-in rates and prepayment 
costs

Lender hedge requirements 
and associated costs / markups

Have transparent, 
unconflicted  
execution

2020: 6,300 IR swaps executed

Secure fair and 
consistent terms

2020: 3,400 ISDAs  reviewed

Term sheet 
evaluation

Post-trade 
support

Hedge 
structuring

Credit 
negotiation

ISDA 
negotiation

Trade 
execution

Balance rewarding 
relationships with 
price transparency

Limit unintended 
consequences

Hold period alignment
Prepayment flexibility
LIBOR transition risk

Receive post-trade 
documentation 
support and 
ongoing valuations

16
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Additional Resources

Visit our website for more educational content.

https://www.chathamfinancial.com/insights?industry%5B%5D=real-estate
https://www.chathamfinancial.com/insights/why-hire-an-advisor-for-a-swap
https://www.chathamfinancial.com/insights/interest-rate-swap-faqs-for-cre-investors
https://www.chathamfinancial.com/insights/real-estate-swap-cost
https://www.chathamfinancial.com/insights/libor-forward-curves-historical-accuracy
https://www.chathamfinancial.com/insights/rising-yields-and-a-steepening-curve
https://www.chathamfinancial.com/insights/what-is-a-forward-curve
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Chatham Contact Info

Kris Barber

Director - Western Team Lead

Hedging and Capital Markets

+1 720 746 6526

kbarber@chathamfinancial.com

Matt Hoffman

Director  - Eastern Team

Business Development

+1 484 731 0175

mhoffman@chathamfinancial.com

Bryan Mason

Director - Eastern Team Lead

Hedging and Capital Markets

+1 484 731 2752

bmason@chathamfinancial.com

Jonathan Schreiber

Director - Western Team

Hedging and Capital Markets

+1 720 249 3618

jschreiber@chathamfinancial.com

Chris Moore

Managing Director - US Team Lead

Hedging and Capital Markets

+1 484 731 0402

cmoore@chathamfinancial.com

Ken Richer

Director - Western Team

Business Development

+1 720 746 6529

kricher@chathamfinancial.com
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Appendix

Client was closing a new 7-year, $57M, L+250 construction loan with their bank. The 50 bp LIBOR floor was waived if the client swapped with the 

lender. Client preferred to purchase a rate cap, meanwhile their JV partner preferred to enter a swap with the lender.

Case Study: Cancellable Swap

Key goals
• Mitigate IR risk in a way suitable to both partners
• Balance the partners’ different hold strategies
• Reduce hedge prepayment risk upon early exit

Our Approach
• Price multiple, suitable strategies: caps, vanilla swaps, and 

cancellable swaps
• Utilize a forward-starting structure at 85% of projected 

balances to accommodate the uncertainty of draws
• Embed a cancellation feature exercisable at the earliest 

anticipated exit date

Results
• Executed a 2y forward-starting, 3y swap cancellable at EOY2
• Borrower is protected as of expected stabilization for three 

years with reduced prepayment risk
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Appendix

Client was closing a new 4-year loan that they intended to swap with the lender. The loan had a 0% LIBOR floor and the swaps desk pitched 

embedding a 0% floor in the swap to match the loan, so the client had to think through whether to match the loan and pay more in their swap rate 

to embed an analogous 0% LIBOR floor into the swap. 

Case Study: Swapping A Loan With A Floor

Key goals
• Mitigate IR risk in a way that achieves fixed rate profile
• Contemplate loan’s LIBOR floor and effects on swap
• Be aware of prepayment risks in the event of early exit

Our Approach
• Price swap and analyze effects of embedding/not embedding 0% LIBOR 

floor
• Run prepayment sensitivity analysis on potential early exit and rate 

environment scenarios

Results
• Client decides not to embed the 0% LIBOR floor in the swap given their 

view on LIBOR not going negative, saving them 8 bps in their swap rate 
which amounts to ~$160k over the life of their swap

• By locking in a lower swap rate without the embedded floor, client also 
enhances their prepayment flexibility in the event of an early exit
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Chatham Hedging Advisors, LLC (CHA) is a subsidiary of Chatham Financial Corp. and provides hedge advisory, accounting and ex ecution services related to swap transactions in the United States. CHA is registered with the Commodity Futures Trading 

Commission (CFTC) as a commodity trading advisor and is a member of the National Futures Association (NFA); however, neither the CFTC nor the NFA have passed upon the merits of participating in any advisory services offered by CHA. For further 

information, please visit chathamfinancial.com/legal-notices.

Transactions in over-the-counter derivatives (or “swaps”) have significant risks, including, but not limited to, substantial risk of loss. You should consult your own business, legal, tax and accounting advisers with respect to proposed swap transaction and you 

should refrain from entering into any swap transaction unless you have fully understood the terms and risks of the transaction, including the extent of your potential risk of loss. This material has been prepared by a sales or trading employee or agent of 

Chatham Hedging Advisors and could be deemed a solicitation for entering into a derivatives transaction. This material is not a research report prepared by Chatham Hedging Advisors. If you are not an experienced user of the derivatives markets, capable of 

making independent trading decisions, then you should not rely solely on this communication in making trading decisions. 

All rights reserved.


